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An Orange is round so juicy, sweet, sour, 
tangy and smells yummy. An orange is 
orange you should try one.- Harry

This spherical, squishy, segmented, orange, 
citrus snack is a very popular fruit,and its 
sweet with a extraordinary sour scent.-Skyla

The sweet and sour orange is juicy. You can peel it with a peeler and squeeze it in a cup.- Sheldon

The oranges on the tree are starting to fall off the tree and getting ripe. They are sweet and sour.-Sophie

Orange, a large  citrus fruit. Peel, squeeze, slice or eat it raw. Oranges are amazing, it should be a law! -Madeleline

A sphere as ripe as a light citrus zest, 
sparkling as rays of sun burst down 
onto its gleeful rind.-Zoe

Oranges are a delicious and sweet fruit 
with loads of vitamin c. They are so tangy 
and luscious. Try yourself. - Jasper

As I bit into the perfect, luscious and refreshing 
orange, my mouth bloomed with flavour, easily 
noticing the great taste!- Oliver

I had an incredible orange for fruit today. It was 
amazing. The juice was so delicious, refreshing 
and so lovely.- Oscar

I had a luscious succulent orange as its sphere shape with the bright orange color and with the 
vitamin c.-Ethan

I had a nice, juicy, curved and sweet orange. I love the juice that squeezes out of it.-Murphy

My favorite fruit is an orange because its lovely sweet but tangy flavor makes it a tasty juice, so 
delicious.  -Jess

Oranges are a healthy fruit. They’re really 
refreshing for the summer. They are full of 
Vitamin C that’s good for you. -Madi

This curved and juicy orange is very appetizing 
. Very healthy, full of sour, tangy goodness, the 
spongy pieces come off.-Indy

Check out some of the entries to the 
Orange Writing Competition!



A luscious orange is flavourful with an acidic 
kick sometimes and with vitamin galore 
additionally its  a fresh alternative.-Hudson

Oranges are incredibly acidic tangy fruit with amazing flavor. It is so good it would make you eat 
more-Ryder

The delicious rounded succulent orange is 
very appetizing. The juice drips down my 
throat with joy. The taste is 
pleasant.-Fletcher

Orange…
An orange is fruity, an orange is juicy. It's a  citrus 

fruit and it's orange. That's an orange.
YUM!

-Sienna

The girl ate the ripe, delicious Orange 
with pure joy and happiness. She said “it 
was the tastiest orange ever!” -Ruby-Rae

The Winner is….

Congratulations Lexie!



It’s competition time

Each month the Writing Club will organise a 
different writing competition for students to 
participate in. 

This month is you have the choice of two writing 
prompts. You will be given the first sentence and 
the last sentence and you get to write the rest. It 
can be as long or as short as you like. It can be as 
simple or as creative as you choose. 

Send your entries to Miss Preston and the the winner will be announced at 
assembly and in our next issue. 
Good Luck!









Winner!!
Our P-6 Colouring 

Competition Winner For 
Our Last Issue Is….

Molly

From 6BM!!!








